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Thanks,
               
Tasheena Evenson
Planning and Building Department
Code Enforcement
Legal Office Assistant II
Direct: 707.268.3733
tevenson1@co.humboldt.ca.us

From: Jack Kinnear <jack@jdkinnear.com>
Sent: Thursday, June 13, 2019 11:44 AM
To: CEQAResponses <CEQAResponses@co.humboldt.ca.us>
Subject: Humboldt Scotia Wind Farm Opposed

Dear County Planners,
Please add my name to the long list of people who oppose this wind farm project on Bear and
Monument Ridges. I’ve read all the arguments for and read all the arguments against. Even
before I knew the details, I felt funny about scarring those two ridges with the construction of
this turbines. The turbines are huge. Those ridges are prominent, awe inspiring features of
that gateway landscape that borders the mysterious Lost Coast region. The construction up
there will do a lot of long term damage and I can’t imagine how bad it will be for the streams
below. I believe the short sighted value perceived from this fiasco farm will fall far short of it’s
intended benefits. To spoil that region is so short sighted. This county has long been managed
by short sighted people greasing their own wheels. Despite the best efforts of our local
politicians and out of town timber rapers, this geography still has unspoiled beauty and wide
open vista and beauty that can be found in few other places in the USA. These qualities are the
most valuable resource we have. Waking up to this vision of Humboldt as a Sanctuary of
ecological wonder and unsurpassed beauty is worth waking up for. Do you know our
campgrounds are all full right now, today? People come here for the views and the ocean and
the Redwoods and probably the marijuana.
Absolutely add my name to the long list of Humboldt County residents opposed to this terra
gen wind farm project.
Jack Kinnear
Pine Hill
Humboldt
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